
Subscribing to Galaxy Bundles in Vision or Studio
Vision (pre 3.0)

Subscribing forms a communications link between Galaxy Bundles & Vision (or Studio
Vision), enabling Vision to display a MIDI device's programs by name rather than just by
number. In addition, it allows the display of program numbers in a way that reflects the
device's own numbering scheme, A7, c12 or program numbers 11-88 for example. These names are
available in Vision wherever programs and notes are used; the List and Graphic edit windows,
the Control bar, and places like the Metronome Sound and Select dialog boxes.

1. In Galaxy, make sure you have successfully created a Bundle from at least one of your MIDI
devices and saved it inside the Galaxy folder.
2. In Vision, open the Instruments Window from the Windows menu.  In the upper left hand
corner are two small square boxes.  Click on the one with the triangle in it which produces a
drop down menu and select "Make from  Studio Setup".  Then select "Make".  Select "Save as
Setup" from the File menu if you wish this to be the Instrument Setup for Vision in the future.
3. Open the Names Window from the Windows menu.  Select an instrument by clicking on the
instrument names in the far left column.
4. In the upper left hand corner of the Names Window are two small square boxes.  Click on the
one with the triangle inside it which produces a drop down menu and select "Subscribe" from
the menu.
5. Navigate to the Galaxy folder that contains the appropriate bundle for the instrument you
wish to subscribe to and select the "Subscribe" button on the right.  When you return to the
Names Window you will notice the Bundle you have subscribed to listed in the far right
column.
6. Use the Dev./Name list column to choose the bank that contains the names appropriate to
the instrument (or instrument channel) for that line.  Select "Save as Setup" from the File menu
if you wish this to be the Names Setup for Vision in the future.
7. In the Control Bar's lower left corner are the Icons for the Thru Instrument and Current
Program pop up menus.  In the box next to the Keyboard Icon select a channel from a MIDI device
you have Subscribed to.  In the box next to the Trumpet Icon select a program and you will see
the programs displayed are now names instead of numbers.


